CLEO INTEGRATION CLOUD

Amazon Marketplace Connector –
Amazon Seller Central

About the Amazon Marketplace Connector
Amazon Marketplace (AMP) e-commerce platform is the top choice for companies launching digital business
channels. Cleo’s Amazon Marketplace connector helps wholesalers, private-label manufacturers, and retail
arbitrage vendors seamlessly connect and integrate product, pricing, and fulfillment data between Amazon
and back-end systems. Whether utilizing Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) or your logistics partners, e-commerce
success is powered by ecosystem interactions integrated across AMP with your business applications and key
trading partners.
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Cleo's AMP connector provides APIs so you can take action
API

Action

Feeds

•• Retrieve feeds by ID
•• Delete feeds by ID

Fulfillment-Outbound-Shipment

••
••
••
••

Inventory

•• Create
•• Retrieve
•• Update

Merchant-Fulfillment

•• Create (shipments and services)
•• Retrieve
•• Update

Orders

•• Create order acknowledgments
•• Retrieve orders and transactions
•• Update

Product

•• Create product (including separate APIs for
images, prices, overrides, and relationships)
•• Retrieve (including prices)
•• Update (including prices)

Report-Request

•• Create requested reports
•• Retrieve requested reports
•• Delete requested reports

Reports

•• Create reports (acknowledgments, schedules)
•• Retrieve reports and schedules

Transaction-Groups

•• Retrieve transaction-groups

Transactions

•• Retrieve transaction

Recognized “Leader” in iPaaS and
EDI categories on G2 Crowd

Create
Retrieve
Update
Delete

About Cleo Integration Cloud
Cleo Integration Cloud is a single, hybrid ecosystem integration platform available as a service in
cloud and on-premise deployments. Its flexible architecture lets you choose between self-service
or managed service models, enabling you to connect, transform, integrate, orchestrate, and analyze
end-to-end application, B2B, and data integrations for improved visibility across your business
ecosystems. Cleo Integration Cloud empowers technical and business personas to make better
decisions, create stronger relationships with your trading partners, drive business continuity and
accelerate growth as integration requirements change.
No matter the integration, Cleo’s got you covered.
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